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The Tozo T10 TWS Wireless Earbuds are a popular choice for those looking for an affordable and reliable pair of
earbuds. However, connecting them to your device can be a bit tricky if you’re not familiar with the process. That’s
where this pairing guide and user manual comes in. This guide provides step-by-step instructions on how to
connect your Tozo T10 earbuds to your phone or other Bluetooth-enabled device, as well as tips on how to use
them once they’re connected. It also includes information on button control, charging, waterproofing, and more. If
you’re having trouble connecting your earbuds or just want to learn more about how to use them, this guide is a
great resource. Whether you’re a first-time user or a seasoned pro, the Tozo T10 TWS Wireless Earbuds Pairing
Guide has everything you need to get the most out of your earbuds.
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Tozo T10 TWS Wireless Earbuds

How to Pair



Tips

1. Take out earbuds from the case, wait till the Right earbud flashes red and blue alternately, And the Left earbud

flashes blue slowly. Then you can connect the Bluetooth.

*If you do not see these indicators, please restart it or reset it.

2. Please turn off Bluetooth at your phone after using the earbuds.

Wearing Steps
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How to pair earbuds with your phone





Button Control



Charging Earbuds





Waterproof

Warning



Specification



Product Specifications Details

Product Name Tozo T10 TWS Wireless Earbuds

Bluetooth Version 5.0

Waterproof Rating IPX5

Battery Life Up to 4 hours

Charging Time Approximately 2 hours

Button Control Play/pause music, answer/reject calls, turn on/off power

Languages English, French, German, Italian, Spanish

Noise Cancelling No

Multi-Device Pairing No

Frequently Asked Questions

How to pair earbuds with my phone?

Please turn off Bluetooth at your phone after using the earbuds.

What is the pairing mode?

Please take out earbuds from the case, wait till the Right earbud flashes red and blue alternately, And the Left
earbud flashes blue slowly. Then you can connect the Bluetooth.

How to use it?

Please press the button on the right earbud to play or pause music, or answer/reject call. Press and hold for 3
seconds to turn on/off power.

What is the charging time?

It takes about 2 hours to fully charge, and it can play continuously for about 4 hours.

Does it support waterproof?

Yes, it supports IPX5 waterproof, but don’t put it into water directly. You can wash your ears with water when it is in
your ears. But don’t put it into water for a long time.

How many languages does it support?

It supports English, French, German, Italian and Spanish language now. Other languages will be added in future
updates.

Why are my TOZO earbuds not connecting?

Take out the earbuds from charging case, wait till two earbuds flash red and blue alternately, then tap both of
earbuds 3 times quickly, earbuds will turn off, reset done. Put earbuds back into the charging case, and take
earbuds out again, now turn on the phone’s Bluetooth and choose [TOZO-T6]

How do I reset my TOZO T10?

So what do we have to do we have to click and hold these two touch pads for three seconds until these two
indicators blinks on the red let’s make it right now click and hold right now you can release

Why is one of my TOZO earbuds not working?



The two earbuds have to reset at a same time. (With press for 5 seconds to turn off earbuds, release the hand,
then press both earbud`s button at a same time and hold for 15 Seconds until purple light flash twice, reset done.)

Can TOZO T10 connect to multiple devices?

The TOZO T10 are truly wireless in-ears that support Bluetooth 5.0. Unfortunately, they don’t support multi-device
or NFC pairing, and their line of sight range is lower than many similar options.

Does the TOZO T10 have noise Cancelling?

TOZO T10 Performance and Sound Quality
The bass is balanced and decent. The sound quality is fantastic given the price. The noise cancelation also works
pretty well

How do you put TWS earbuds in pairing mode?

Press and hold the multi-function key for 6 seconds of both earphones simultaneously, release when the indicator
lights turn in red and blue, and response with a voice prompt: “PAIRING”, then they will be paired and connected
automatically and response with a voice prompt: “CONNECTED”.

VIDEO
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